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We examine how firms can create word-of-mouth peer influence and social contagion by designing viral
features into their products and marketing campaigns. Word-of-mouth (WOM) is generally considered to
be more effective at promoting product contagion when it is personalized and active. Unfortunately, the
relative effectiveness of different viral features has not been quantified, nor has their effectiveness been definitively established, largely because of difficulties surrounding econometric identification of endogenous
peer effects. We therefore designed a randomized field experiment on a popular social networking website
to test the effectiveness of a range of viral messaging capabilities in creating peer influence and social contagion among the 1.4 million friends of 9,687 experimental users. Overall, we find that viral product design
features can indeed generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social contagion effects. More
surprisingly, we find that passive-broadcast viral messaging generates a 246% increase in local peer influence and social contagion effects, while adding active-personalized viral messaging only generates an additional 98% increase in contagion. Although active-personalized messaging is more effective in encouraging
adoption per message and is correlated with more user engagement and sustained product use, passivebroadcast messaging is used more often enough to eclipse those benefits, generating more total peer adoption in the network. In addition to estimating the effects of viral product design on social contagion and
product diffusion, our work also provides a model for how randomized trials can be used to identify peer
influence effects in networks.
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Creating Social Contagion through Viral Product Design

1. Introduction
It is widely believed that social contagion and word-of-mouth (WOM) “buzz” about products
drive product adoption and sales, and firms increasingly rely on “network” and “viral” marketing strategies (Hill et al 2006, Manchanda et al 2008, Nam et al 2010). Yet, two subjects central to the success of
viral marketing efforts have been largely neglected in the WOM literature – the effectiveness of different
viral product design strategies and econometric identification of peer influence effects. In order to address
both topics we conducted a large-scale randomized field experiment to test the effectiveness of different
viral product features in creating peer influence and social contagion in new product diffusion.
Viral product design – the process of explicitly engineering products so they are more likely to be
shared amongst peers – has existed at least since the first chain letter was sent in 1888.1 Today, products
regularly use IT enabled features like automated broadcast notifications and personalized invitations to
spread product awareness. Yet, although viral features have become more sophisticated and a central part
of the design of products and marketing campaigns, there is almost no empirical evidence on the effectiveness of such features in generating social contagion and product adoption. We therefore investigate
two basic questions: Can firms add viral features to products so they are more likely to be shared amongst
peers? If so, which viral features are most effective in inducing WOM and peer-to-peer influence in product adoption?
Unfortunately, evaluating the effects of viral product design features is difficult because peer effects and WOM are typically endogenous (Manski 1993, Godes and Mayzlin 2004, 2009, Hartmann et al
2008, Aral et al 2009, Aral 2010). We therefore designed and conducted a randomized field experiment
testing the effectiveness of two of the most widely used viral product features – active-personalized referrals and passive-broadcast notifications – in creating peer influence and social contagion among the 1.4
million friends of 9,687 experimental users of Facebook.com. The experiment uses a customized com1

This earliest known example of a chain letter seems to have initiated by four women requesting donations for education efforts in New Hampshire: http://www.silcom.com/~barnowl/chain-letter/evolution.html.
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mercial Facebook application to observe user behavior, communications traffic and the peer influence
effects of randomly enabled viral messaging features on application diffusion and use in the local networks of experimental and control population users. By enabling and disabling viral features among randomly selected users, we were able to obtain relatively unbiased causal estimates of the impact of viral
features on the adoption rates of peers in the local networks of adopters. Using detailed clickstream data
on users’ online behaviors we also explored whether positive network externalities generated by additional peer adopters inspired further product adoption and sustained product use.
WOM is generally considered to be more effective at promoting product contagion when it is personalized and active. Surprisingly, we find that designing products with passive-broadcast viral messaging capabilities generates a 246% increase in local peer influence and social contagion, while adding active-personalized viral messaging capabilities only generates an additional 98% increase. Although active-personalized messaging is more effective in encouraging adoption per message and is correlated with
more user engagement and sustained product use, it is used less often and therefore generates less total
peer adoption in the network. Overall, we find that viral product design features do generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social contagion effects and provide a model for how randomized
trials can identify peer influence in networks.

2. Viral Product Design
Since the early work of Katz and Lazersfled (1955) there has been great interest in how WOM
drives consumer demand, public opinion and product diffusion (Brown and Reingen 1987, Godes and
Mayzlin 2004, Aral et al 2009) and how firms can create broad, systematic propagation of WOM through
consumer populations (Phelps et al 2004, Mayzlin 2006, Dellarocas 2006, Godes and Mayzlin 2009).
Many campaigns target “influential” individuals who are likely to propagate organic WOM most broadly
(Katz and Lazersfeld 1955, Watts and Dodds 2007, Goldenberg et al 2009), using referral programs to
create incentives for them to spread the word (Biyalogorsky et al 2001). Others use observational evidence on viral campaigns to inform viral branching models of WOM diffusion (Van der Lans et al 2010).
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However, to this point, studies of viral product design have remained conspicuously absent from the literature on viral marketing.
Viral product design involves incorporating specific characteristics and features into a product’s
design to generate peer-to-peer influence that encourages adoption. A product’s viral characteristics are
fundamentally about its content and the psychological effects content can have on a user’s desire to share
the product with peers (Stephen and Berger 2009, Berger and Heath 2005, Heath, Bell and Sternberg
2001). A product’s viral features on the other hand concern how the product is shared – how features enable and constrain a product’s use in relation to other consumers. Viral features may enable communication, generate automated notifications of users’ activities, facilitate personalized invitations or enable hypertext embedding of the product on publicly available websites and weblogs. Two of the most widely
used viral product features are personalized referrals and automated broadcast notifications.
Personalized Referrals. Personalized referral features allow users to select their friends or contacts from a list and invite them to adopt the product or service, with the option of attaching a personalized message to the invitation.2
Automated Broadcast Notifications. Automated broadcast notifications are passively triggered by
normal user activity. When a user engages the product in a certain way (e.g. sends a message, updates his
or her status), those actions are broadcast as notifications to the user’s list of contacts. Notifications build
awareness among friends of new activities or products a user is adopting or engaging with, and can encourage those friends to eventually adopt the product themselves.3
Referrals are more personalized and targeted than broadcast notifications. Users actively select
the subset of their social network to receive them (targeting) and can include personal messages in the

2

Companies like Facebook enable users to ‘invite their friends’ to join the service through personalized referrals.
When users send Gmail messages, an automated, pop-up hyperlink enables them to invite recipients to join Gmail.
3

When a user of LinkedIn.com joins a new group, changes their profile information, connects to a new contact or
takes a new job, their contacts are informed via email about the activity. Facebook notifies friends when a user
adopts a new application or achieves some application milestone.
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referral (personalization).4 WOM is generally considered more effective at promoting product contagion
when it is personalized and active. When individuals choose to share information about products and services with their friends, they tend to activate their strong-tie relationships (Frenzen and Nakamoto 1993,
Aral & Van Alstyne 2009). Strong ties exhibit greater homophily (Jackson 2008), greater pressure for
conformity (Coleman 1988) and deeper knowledge about one another. We tend to trust information from
close “trusted” sources more and to respond more often to them due to reciprocity (Emerson 1962). In
addition, the personalization of messages makes them more effective, especially in online environments
in which we are bombarded with irrelevant information (Tam and Ho 2005, Tucker 2010).
For these reasons, one might suspect that personalized referrals are more effective than broadcast
notifications. But, although each personalized referral may be more persuasive (more effective per message), the pervasiveness of broadcast messages may lead to greater overall peer adoption. The effort required by the user to actively select and invite peers to adopt the product could inhibit widespread use of
the personalized referral and so limit its effectiveness in encouraging broad adoption.
Viral features can be broadly described using two dimensions: activity and personalization. Activity is higher for features that require active user engagement and lower for passive features that generate automated actions on behalf of users. Personalization ranges from broadcast features that are unselective in their audience to personalized features targeted and tailored toward specific peers (see Figure 1).
Active-personalized viral features are generally considered more persuasive, but the additional effort they
require may curtail their use. The relative overall effectiveness of these viral features is therefore ultimately an empirical question.
*** Figure 1 About Here ***

3. Empirical Methods
4

Targeting specifies whether the feature is directed at the broad population of potential consumers, a subset of consumers like a current user’s social network, or a specific person. Customization specifies whether the content of a
feature’s engagement with the recipient can be tailored to a group of friends or a specific individual with a personalized message.
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3.1. Identification of Peer Influence in Social Networks
The effects of viral product design features on social contagion are difficult to evaluate because
peer effects and WOM are typically endogenous. Several sources of bias in analysis on interactions and
outcomes among peers can confound assessments of peer influence and social contagion including simultaneity (Godes and Mayzlin 2004), unobserved heterogeneity (Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001), truncation
(Van den Bulte and Iyengar 2010), homophily (Aral et al. 2009), time-varying factors (Van den Bulte and
Lilien 2001), and other contextual and correlated effects (Manski 1993). If uncorrected, these biases can
lead researchers to attribute observed correlations to peer influence, resulting in misinterpretations of the
effectiveness of viral marketing or viral product design choices.
Several approaches for identifying peer effects have been proposed, including peer effects models
and extended spatial autoregressive models (e.g. Kelejian and Prucha 1998, Oestreicher-Singer and
Sundararajan 2008, Trusov et al 2009, Bramoulle et al 2009), actor-oriented models (e.g. Snijders et al.
2006), instrumental variables methods based on natural experiments (e.g. Sacredote 2001, Tucker 2008),
dynamic matched sample estimation (Aral et al. 2009), structural models (e.g. Ghose and Han 2010), and
ad hoc approaches (Christakis and Fowler 2007). However, randomized trials are considered to be one of
the most effective ways to obtain unbiased estimates of causal peer effects (Duflo et al 2006).

3.2. Experimental Design and Procedures
We partnered with a firm that develops commercial applications hosted on the popular social
networking website Facebook.com, and collected data on the peer influence effects of enabling viral features on the diffusion one of their applications. This application provides users the opportunity to share
information and opinions about movies, actors, directors and the film industry in general. We designed
multiple experimental versions of the application in which personalized invitations and broadcast notifications were enabled or disabled, and randomly assigned adopting users to various experimental and control conditions. As users adopted the application, each was randomly assigned to one of the two treatment
conditions or the baseline control condition. The application collected personal attributes and preferences
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from users’ Facebook profiles, as well as data on their social networks and the personal attributes and
preferences of their network neighbors.5
The experiment enabled experimental group users to use passive-broadcast and activepersonalized viral messaging capabilities to exchange messages with their network neighbors, while disabling those features for the baseline control group. The application then recorded data on the use of these
viral features by experimental group users, as well as clickstream data on recipient responses to viral messages and their subsequent adoption and use of the application. When an individual adopted the application as a result of peer influence, their treatment status was also randomized to ensure that the Stable Unit
Treatment Value Assumption held. This facilitated analysis of the relative effectiveness of different viral
messaging channels in generating peer adoption and network propagation. Randomization also enabled
exploration of the mechanisms by which a particular viral channel influenced recipient behavior. Two
primary viral features were examined:
Automated Broadcast Notifications (Notifications). When enabled, notifications were generated
automatically when an application user performed certain actions within the application, such as declaring
a favorite movie or writing a movie review. When notifications were generated, they were distributed to a
random subset of an application user’s peers and displayed in a status bar at the bottom of the peers’ Facebook environment. When a peer clicked on the notification, they were taken to an application canvas
page where they were given the option to install the application. These notifications required no effort
beyond normal use of the application, scoring low on the activity dimension. As they were randomly distributed to a Facebook user’s peers and were not accompanied by a personalized message, they also exhibited low personalization.
Personalized Referrals or Invitations (Invites). When enabled, invites allowed application users
to send their Facebook peers personalized invitations to install the application. Peers received the invitation in their Facebook inbox and could click on a referral link contained within the invitation. If they did
5

Facebook allows users to specify privacy settings that may restrict an application’s access to some or part of their
profile. This is unlikely to have a significant effect on the study, as it is estimated that less than 2% of Facebook
users alter default privacy settings (Gross et al 2005).
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so, they were taken to the application canvas page where they were given the opportunity to install the
application. Each invite required a conscious and deliberate action from the user beyond typical application use, requiring more effort (activity) than notifications. As invites were targeted to specific peers and
allowed the inclusion of a personalized message, they exhibited greater personalization.
The experimental design consisted of three treatment groups into which users were randomly assigned: baseline, passive-broadcast, and active-personalized. Users assigned to the baseline treatment
group received a version of the application in which both notifications and invites were disabled. In the
passive-broadcast treatment group (passive), only notifications were enabled. In the active-personalized
treatment group (active), both notifications and invites were enabled. There were no other differences between baseline, passive and active applications. Throughout the experiment, each adopter of the application was randomly assigned to a treatment group according to the proportions displayed in Table 1. The
proportion of users assigned to the baseline was chosen in agreement with the application developer to
obtain a population size sufficient to establish a comparative baseline, while limiting potential adverse
effects on the overall diffusion of the product.6
*** Table 1 About Here ***
Detailed logs of application user activity, adoption times, viral feature use, peer response, and application user and peer profile data were recorded, as were social network relationships for application
adopters and mutual ties between peers of application users. Our experimental design allowed us to measure the effect of each of the viral features on the adoption response of peers as displayed in Figure 2. We
took care to minimize contamination and leakage effects and describe our methods with regard to those
and other considerations in detail in the Appendix.
*** Figure 2 About Here ***

6

The developer feared too many baseline users could stunt the viral diffusion of the application and therefore insisted that the number of baseline users be limited. Limiting baseline users should not bias results as the proportion of
baseline users to either treatment group is constant across treatments and should only make our estimates more conservative in that analyses comparing a treatment group to the baseline group will have less power.
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Recruitment. At the launch of the experiment, we designed an advertising campaign in collaboration with a second Facebook advertising firm to recruit a representative population of Facebook users.
Advertisements were displayed to users through advertising space within Facebook and within existing
Facebook applications. The campaign was conducted in three waves throughout the duration of the experiment and cost a total of $6000 to recruit 9687 usable experimental subjects, or 62 cents per recruit.7 The
number of impressions, clicks, and installation responses are displayed in Table 2. Summary statistics of
the recruited study population are described in § 4. Comparisons to published demographic statistics indicate the sample is indeed representative of typical Facebook users (see Appendix).
*** Table 2 About Here ***

4. Analysis and Results
4.1. Data and Descriptive Statistics
The experiment was conducted over a 44-day period during which 9687 users adopted the application with 405 users randomly assigned to the baseline control group, 4600 users randomly assigned to
the passive-broadcast treatment group, and 4682 users randomly assigned to the active-personalized
treatment group. Users in these groups collectively had 1.4M distinct peers in their local social networks
and sent a total of 70,140 viral messages to their peers, resulting in 992 peer adoptions – 682 of which
were in direct response to viral messages. Three main observations arise from consideration of the summary statistics of the resultant data displayed in Table 3.
*** Table 3 About Here ***
First, assignment to control and treatment groups was clearly random with no significant mean or
distributional differences between users in terms of their age, gender, network degree (number of Facebook friends), and level of Facebook activity (number of Facebook wall posts), confirming the integrity
of the randomization procedure.
7

The cost per recruited user is several times smaller than the cost-per-user associated with recruitment for lab-based
experiments. The low cost of recruitment makes online experiments an excellent source of experimental data.
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Second, while their demographics and Facebook activity patterns were the same, measures of
peer response in the network neighborhoods of treated users differed significantly across the treatment
and control populations. T-tests show that the number and percentage of peer adopters in a user’s local
network are significantly higher for treated populations than for the baseline population. The number of
peer adopters in a user’s local network is roughly seven times greater for users in the passive-broadcast
treatment group and ten times greater for users in the active-personalized group. Similarly, in comparison
to the baseline group, the percentage of adopters in a user’s local network is roughly 450% higher for users in the passive-broadcast group and 750% higher for users in the active-personalized group. Measures
of the speed of adoption in a treated user’s local network, as indicated by the time to the first, second,
third, and fourth adoption events, reveal that the treatments increased the rate of adoption in a treated user’s local network. The time to the first adopter is roughly 200% shorter for users in the passive-broadcast
treatment group and roughly 300% shorter for users in the active-personalized group. The extent to which
the effect of the treatment leads to adoption beyond a user’s immediate local network can be measured by
the maximal diffusion depth – the maximum network distance from a treated user to any peer adopter in a
linked chain of adoptions. The average maximal diffusion depth is approximately 360% greater for the
passive-broadcast treatment group and 450% greater for the active-personalized treatment group compared to baseline users. T-tests reveal these differences are highly significant.
Finally, the extent to which each treatment leads to increased application use is measured by users’ average application activity. Average application activity is roughly 130% higher in the passivebroadcast treatment group and 140% higher in the active-personalized treatment group. We explore more
formal models of peer influence and social contagion in the next three sections.

4.2. Model Specification
Our main statistical approach uses hazard modeling, which is the standard technique for assessing
contagion in economics, marketing, and sociology (e.g. Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001, Iyengar et al
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2010, Nam et al 2010). This approach typically represents the hazard of adoption of individual i at time t
as a function of individual characteristics and social influence:

λ (t , x, w, y ) = f ( xi (t )γ , β ∑ j wij y j (t )) ,
where λ (t ) represents the baseline hazard of adoption; xi (t ) is a vector of variables unrelated to social
influence that affect i’s adoption decision; wij is the social exposure of i to peer j; y j (t ) is the adoption
status of peer j at time t; and γ and β are parameters to be estimated. However, our circumstances required a slightly different approach as we are interested in estimating the treatment effects of randomly
assigned viral features on the adoption of peers in the local networks of focal experimental and control
users, rather than the effects of focal users’ social environments on their own adoption decisions.
We therefore estimate the peer effects of the treatment ‘outward’ from an individual to their peers
rather than estimating the effects of an individual’s social environment ‘inward’ on their own adoption
hazard. Controlled “treatments” of each user’s entire social environment are too complex and costly to be
accomplished reliably in the field. Observation of the diffusion of the product also requires estimation of
the adoption hazards of peers and the subsequent adoption hazards of peers of peers. An ‘inside-out’
strategy estimating the effects of treatment on adoption in a user’s social environment is therefore the
most appropriate modeling approach (see Appendix).
Our approach compares the hazards of adoption in the social environments of users treated with
passive and active viral applications to the hazards of adoption in the social environments of users treated
with the baseline application. The analysis therefore involves multiple failure time data in which multiple
failures can occur for the same subject over time. In our case, we want to estimate the hazard of multiple
occurrences of peer adoption in the local networks of treated and untreated users as a function of their
exposure to different viral features. In multiple failure data, failure times are correlated within cluster (in
our case within users’ local networks), violating the independence of failure times assumption required in
traditional survival analysis. The simplest way to analyze multiple failure data is to examine “time to first
event.” Several studies in the contagion literature take that approach (Iyengar et al 2010). Other studies
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estimate the time to the first event and each subsequent event separately, which by construction assumes
the baseline hazards of sequential adoption events are equal (Anderson and Gill 1982). However, those
specifications overlook potentially relevant information and fail to consider the cascading effects of multiple adoption events in a network, such as the presence of non-linear network effects in product adoption.
We therefore employ a variance-corrected stratified proportional hazards approach which accounts for the
lack of independence among the multiple clustered failure times in the data and allows the baseline hazards to vary by adoption event to account for the possibility that adoption hazards vary across stages of a
diffusion process.
Failure times in our data are sequential. The first adoption in a local network precedes the time of
the second adoption and so on. If tik is the adoption time for the kth adoption in i’s network, adoption
times are sequential such that tik ≥ tik −1 . As we observe time-stamped adoption of the application in
minutes and seconds, no two events happen at the same time. As the social process of contagion can be
affected by prior adoptions in a local network, for instance if network externalities are present, we assume
that the baseline hazard function varies over adoption occurrences. We therefore estimate the following
variance-corrected stratified proportional hazards model:

λk (t , X ki ) = λ0 k (t )e X β ,
ki

where stratification occurs over the K adoption events, λ0 k (t ) represents the baseline hazard of the kth
adoption event (i’s kth friend adopting); X ki represents a vector of covariates affecting the adoption of i’s
neighbors (including i’s viral treatment status (active, passive or baseline), a measure of i’s level of activity on the application (Application Activity), peer notifications sent (Notifications), and invites sent (Invites)); and β is a vector of unknown parameters to be estimated. We assume i’s kth friend does not adopt
until their k − 1 friend adopts, as this is the case for all our data. Therefore the conditional risk set at time t
for event k consists of all subjects under observation at time t who have experienced a k − 1 adoption
event. We estimate β using standard maximum likelihood estimation and adjust the covariance matrix to
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account for non-independence across individuals i using the following robust covariance matrix (where

G is a matrix of group efficient residuals):
V = I −1G ′GI −1
Results are presented in Table 4. Robustness to different model specifications is shown in the Appendix.
*** Table 4 About Here ***

4.3. Effects of Viral Product Design on Peer Influence and Social Contagion
Table 4, Model 1 displays the average treatment effects of passive-broadcast and activepersonalized viral treatments on peer influence and social contagion in the local networks of treated users
above and beyond control group users who received the baseline application. Users of the passivebroadcast application experienced a 246% increase in the rate of application adoption by peers compared
to the baseline group, while adding active-personalized viral messaging capabilities only generated an
additional 98% increase (active-personalized users experienced a 344% increase over the baseline group).
Models 2-4 decompose the variance in local network adoption rates explained by these treatments by estimating how intermediate variables such as overall application activity, notifications and invites explain
the resultant increases in peer adoption. Model 3 shows that a significant amount of the treatment effects
are explained by correlated increases in users’ use of the application and the viral messages their use generates. Users assigned to passive-broadcast and active-personalized applications use their applications
more and send more messages (invites and notifications) that generate greater peer adoption in their local
networks. Model 4 reveals that invites have a greater marginal impact on the adoption rate of peers than
notifications. One additional personal invite increases the rate of peer adoption by 6%, while one additional notification increases the rate of peer adoption by only 2% on average, confirming that more personalized active features have a greater marginal impact on the rate of peer adoption per message than
passive broadcast features.
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The clickstream data, which record each time-stamped viral message and any response to it by
peers, corroborate these results. Table 5 displays the number of invitations and notifications sent, the responses to those messages that resulted in click-through installations of the application and the resultant
adoption rate per message. Invitations are the least used but the most effective per message in creating
peer influence and social contagion. Notifications, which require the least effort and are automatically
sent to randomly selected peers, generate more messages, but are less effective per message in converting
new users.
*** Table 5 About Here ***
These results together confirm the main findings of the study: viral product design features do in
fact generate econometrically identifiable peer influence and social contagion effects. Features that require more activity on the part of the user and are more personalized to recipients create greater marginal
increases in the likelihood of adoption per message, but also generate fewer messages resulting in less
total peer adoption in the network.
*** Figure 3 About Here ***
Figures 3a) and 3b) plot the cumulative peer adoptions and the fractions of adopters in the local
networks of baseline, passive and active treatment users, while 3d) plots the Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for baseline, passive and active treatments respectively.8 Susceptible peers of users in the passivebroadcast viral treatment group had an approximately seven-fold higher fraction of adopters in their local
networks compared to baseline users. Susceptible peers of users in the active-personalized treatment
group had over a ten-fold increase in adoption fraction compared to users in the baseline group, and an
8

Figure 3b) plots the fraction of susceptible peers that adopt the application t days after they become susceptible in
active-personalized, passive-broadcast and baseline treatment and control groups, while Figure 3a) shows the cumulative adoption in each group. To assess the effect of the treatment group on the adoption of application user’s peers
through any influence-mediating channel, we identify the time of susceptibility to influence for all peers of buy-in
users. To account for fixed-time effects, we look at the adoption response of all susceptible peers t days after they
first became susceptible. We define the adoption fraction as, A f (t ) :

A f (t ) =

Number of susceptibl e peers that have adopted t days after becoming susceptibl e
Number of peers that are still susceptibl e t days after becoming susceptibl e

and we plot the adoption fraction as a function of t for peers of buy-in users assigned to the baseline, passive, and
active viral treatment groups.
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additional 1.5-fold increase in adoption fraction over peers of users in the passive viral treatment group.
These graphs confirm that viral feature design has an economically significant impact on the diffusion of
product adoption.

4.4. Mechanisms Driving Social Contagion
Several social mechanisms could explain how viral features create product contagion. An unexpected result from the experiment enabled us to investigate these mechanisms. Interestingly, treated users
not only had more peer adopters, but also used the application more than control group users (see Figure
3c). As Figure 3c shows, active-personalized users used the application more than passive-broadcast users, who in turn used the application more than baseline users. This result is surprising because users
were randomly assigned to different applications and the versions were identical from users’ point of
view apart from the invitation option included in the active-personalized application. Understanding why
use differed across treatment groups (despite randomization) provides insight into how viral features create contagion and sustained product use.
Viral feature inclusion, application use and peer adoption are correlated, as shown in Table 8,
Model 1, and Figures 3a) and 3c). The randomized trial confirms that viral features cause peer adoption.
We also know that because features are randomized and not controlled by the user, no other covariate can
drive the existence of features.
While it may seem possible that omitted variables (such as unobserved user heterogeneity) could
simultaneously drive application use and peer adoption, our data also rule out this possibility. Since feature inclusion is randomized, the distribution of any unobserved covariates must be the same across
treatment groups and so, omitted variables cannot produce the discrepancy in peer adoption and application use across treatment groups shown in Figures 3a) and 3c). There could be an unobserved covariate
which must first be activated by the existence of a feature to drive peer adoption and application use;
however, that too is unsupported by the evidence. As we observe correlation between adoption and use
beyond that which is explained by use of the invite and notifications features themselves (see Table 7), it
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seems unlikely that a user characteristic that simultaneously drives peer adoption and use would be activated by a viral feature that the user does not use. Given these constraints, we depict the remaining possible causal relationships between feature inclusion, application use and peer adoption in Figure 4.
***Figure 4 About Here***
Cases (a) and (b) in Figure 4 cannot explain the observed correlation between viral feature inclusion and peer adoption. Specifically, they are inconsistent with the discrepancy in application use between users in different treatment groups (Figure 3c and Table 7).
Cases (c) and (d) represent a network externalities mechanism (Van den Bulte and Stremersch
2004), in which peer adoption drives increased application use by the original adopter. If peer adoption
creates more sustained product use, generating more viral messages and a greater likelihood of peer influence, positive network externalities could create a virtuous cycle of engagement and social contagion. The
number of peer adopters a user has is positively associated with their own sustained use of the application
even when controlling for their treatment status, degree and overall Facebook activity (Table 7, Models
3). In addition, users of active-personalized and passive-broadcast applications exhibit more use (Table 7,
Model 1) again controlling for observable differences in users’ overall Facebook activity (Table 7, Model
2). These results are consistent with the existence of positive network externalities – as more of their
peers adopted the application, users were more engaged and used the application more.9 The network effects explanation is supported by the evidence and seems plausible.
However, there could be alternative explanations for these results. For instance, cases (e) and (f)
in Figure 4 represent a demand effect explanation, in which the correlation between features and application use is explained by an increased utility from the existence of viral features. In one variant of the demand effects explanation, the features themselves make the application more interesting and therefore
simultaneously drive application use and peer adoption, creating a spurious correlation between peer
adoption and product use. If the mere presence of the invite and notification features was correlated with
9

Although passive-broadcast features are associated with more product use than the baseline early on, this association disappears over time (see Figure 3c). That active-personalized features are associated with sustained product
use while passive-broadcast features are not may suggest a direct network effect from interacting with specific peers.
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both application use and peer adoption, and if peer adoption itself was not driving use, the correlation between the number of peer adopters and application use should disappear once we control for the use of
invites and notifications. However, when we hold constant application use associated with both notifications and invites there is still a strong positive relationship between the number of peer adopters and application use (Table 7, Model 3), implying that increases in application use, beyond that explained by use
of the viral features themselves, are correlated with more peer adoptions. This suggests demand effects do
not fully explain the correlation between peer adoption and use.
It could still be that the viral state of the application itself makes the application more interesting that the mere existence of features rather than their use increases users' utility. However, for that theory to
be consistent with our data, users would have to derive utility from viral features they do not use. The data do not support this explanation either. When the viral states are entered into the regression they significantly predict application activity in the expected directions and magnitudes (Table 7, Model 1). When
the number of peer adopters is controlled, those relationships disappear completely (Table 7, Models 3
and 4), indicating that the viral state of the application alone—or the utility from simply being able to notify or invite friends—does not predict application use.
An alternative explanation consistent with the causal relationships depicted in (e) and (f) is that
there is a demand effects from the existence of viral features which inspires peer adoption – that peers’
expected utility from adopting the application is higher because they expect to have access to viral features. For example, it could be that because a user received an invitation, they adopted the application
because they valued the ability to invite others and expected to have this feature in the product they
adopted, creating a demand effect from the expected utility of having viral features enabled. It seems unlikely that a significant portion of the expected utility from adopting the application comes from the existence of the viral features rather than the functions of the application itself. However, to address this alternative explanation we performed additional analysis. On average, application use by peer adopters is a
reasonable proxy for their satisfaction with the product – the extent to which their expectations regarding
the product conform to the product they actually received upon adoption. We therefore examined the ap-
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plication use of peers that adopted through response to a viral message and divided those peers into two
groups: those that received (through random assignment) a version of the product with the ability to send
viral messages of the type they received from their influencing peer and those who received a version of
the product without the ability to send viral messages of the type they received from their influencing
peer. T-tests show that the use of the application by those who received applications with the features they
would expect to receive and those that were “disappointed” (so to speak) by not receiving an application
with the features they would expect to receive show no significant differences in application use (tstatistic = 0.9054; S.D. = 8.0377). Given this evidence it is unlikely that adoption and use are explained
by the attractiveness of the applications with viral features. These results imply demand effects alone
cannot explain increased use of applications with viral features. We must therefore reject cases (e) and (f).
The only remaining explanations are those depicted in (g) and (h), which capture both the demand
effects arguments (features drive use) and network externalities (peer adoption drives use). Given these
analyses, network externalities are at least in part responsible for driving application use. But, this is a
conservative interpretation of the evidence. As we have ruled out most of the plausible demand effects
explanations in (g) and (h) (that features drive use) it is likely that network effects are entirely responsible
for the increased application use we observe among treated users.
Another piece of evidence corroborating network effects is that the hazard rate of adoption is increasing over adoption events, implying a reinforcement effect of prior adoptions on the likelihood of future adoption (Van den Bulte and Stremersch 2004). The hazard rate of adoption increases faster than exponentially for the first several adoption events, then more slowly, suggesting that reinforcement is approximately constant over peer adoptions. Although we interpret these results with caution because “one
cannot distinguish between contagion and heterogeneity only on the basis of statistical properties of the
distributional form” (Taibleson 1974: 878), the fact that the hazard rate of adoption is increasing in the k
adoption events is consistent with a reinforcement effect of prior adoptions on future adoption.
***Table 6, Table 8 and Figure 5 About Here***
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Finally, Table 8 presents correlates of application diffusion which corroborate results of the randomized trial. Models 4-6 confirm that peers of initial adopters also use the application because diffusion
depth depends on peers’ (and peers of peers) application use. Active-personalized and passive-broadcast
treatments significantly increase average diffusion depth and these effects are again explained by application use and the viral features themselves (Model 6). Results in Model 3 also corroborate hazard model
estimates, confirming that invitations are on average three times more effective per message in inspiring
peer adoption than notifications. Taken together, evidence of a strong correlation between the number of
adopter friends and application use and the distributional properties of the baseline hazards of adoption
events suggest that network externalities accelerate contagion. As more of a user’s friends adopt, they use
they application more, creating a positive feedback loop.

5. Conclusion
We conducted a large-scale randomized experiment testing the effectiveness of viral product design features in creating social contagion. We found that viral product design has econometrically identifiable impacts on peer influence and social contagion in new product diffusion. Results of our randomized
trial suggest that designing viral features into products can increase social contagion by up to 400%. Surprisingly, designing products with passive-broadcast viral messaging capabilities generates more total
peer influence and social contagion than adding active-personalized viral messaging capabilities. Although active-personalized messaging is more effective in encouraging adoption per message and is correlated with more user engagement and sustained product use, it is used less often and therefore generates
less total peer adoption in the network. Data on the distributional form of the diffusion process and on
product use are consistent with the existence of positive network externalities that reinforce peer adoption
and create a virtuous cycle of engagement and contagion. These results have broad implications for managers attempting to promote viral product diffusion and for theories of social contagion, opinion leadership and viral product design.
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First, our estimates imply that viral product design may be more effective in encouraging new
product adoption than traditional marketing strategies alone. Although conversion rates (CR) are always
significantly smaller than click-through rates (CTR), the CR for notifications and invitations even outperformed published statistics on CTR for traditional banner advertising, paid search advertising and email
marketing campaigns. The 1% CR on notifications outperforms the CTR for traditional banner advertising
(which range from .10-.20% in publicly available statistics) and invitations are ten times as effective at
generating conversions as traditional banner ads are at generating click-throughs. Compared to email
campaign CTR (which range from 2% to 6% in publicly available statistics), invitations are again more
effective at a 10% conversion rate.10 Notifications and invites also vastly outperform the ad campaign
used in our recruitment phase on Facebook, which produced .07% and .01% click-through and conversion
rates respectively. As Facebook currently has the largest market share of display advertising on the Web,
these comparisons are even more impressive (Tucker 2010). Notifications and invites also outperform
CTR and CR in paid search advertising, which have been estimated at .15% and .02% respectively
(Ghose and Yang 2009). These comparisons show viral channels to be more effective at generating higher
response rates than traditional digital advertising channels on the Web and in Facebook.
We also asked the directors of the firm with whom we partnered about their feature implementation and customer acquisition costs and learned that invites can be implemented for a total cost under
$600. Since implementing viral features incurs a low one-time fixed cost and the expected return is proportional to the increase in adopters the feature generates, viral product design may be a more costeffective strategy than increasing spending on traditional digital advertising (which incurs costs proportional to impressions or clicks). It may be however that the success of viral product design efforts depends
on traditional advertising to the extent that an initial base of users is needed to implement viral marketing.
It is also important to consider the social cost of viral messages. Bombarding users with messages from
10

Click-through rates on banner ads have declined from 0.33% to 0.19% from 2004 through 2008 (Forrester, Go
Big or Go Home Advertising, 2009); DoubleClick reports that in 2008 average CTR in the US was 0.10% for banner
ads (DoubleClick, Benchmark Report, 2009). For email campaigns, estimated CTR in 2008 and 2009 remained stable at 5.9%. (Epsilon, October 2009), while Mailer Mailer reports average CTR on email campaigns at 2.80%
(Mailer Mailer, June 2009) and Web Market Central reports a "2-3%" CTR (Web Market Central 2007).
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peers may reduce the overall quality of the user experience. Future work should estimate the costs of viral
product design more comprehensively and consider the implications of both marginal revenue and marginal cost on optimal product design.
Second, given that active-personalized features are more marginally effective but less globally effective than passive-broadcast features, a natural question is how managers can optimize the effectiveness
of these viral features. As the main limitation of active-personalized features is that high effort costs curtail their use, one solution may be to couple active-personalized features with referral incentives that encourage their use (Biyalogorsky et al 2001). Optimally designed incentive strategies could encourage users to generate more personalized referrals and to target and personalize viral messages more effectively.
It may also be possible to improve the low marginal effectiveness of passive-broadcast features by automatically targeting and personalizing broadcast messages algorithmically. If there is a social cost to viral
messages, product and platform developers could seek to limit impersonal messages in adaptive ways that
are tied to the effectiveness of the messages themselves.
Third, in the presence of viral features, network externalities drive a positive feedback loop in
which product use drives peer adoption and peer adoption in turn drives product use. Managers should
seek to enable this feedback loop by designing strong direct and indirect network externalities into their
products. Maximizing engagement and minimizing churn may be obvious goals, but the effects of engagement and churn on product diffusion are less obvious. Interactions between network externalities,
sustained use and customer churn may change over a product’s lifecycle and may vary across products.
More work on the relationships between social contagion, sustained use and customer churn over products and product lifecycles will help clarify when viral marketing is most effective.
Our work also has implications for platform developers that seek to benefit from social interactions taking place on their platforms. Platform developers can enable and constrain the viral features that
operate in their ecosystem and engineer the user experience to increase sharing, interaction and the virality of products. If one considers the social cost of “spammy interactions,” continuous redesign of social
features for the purpose of optimizing the user experience is likely a rational, profit maximizing strategy.
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From the platform developer’s perspective optimization may take place over different variables and constraints, but improving the virality and use of applications available to users is likely an important goal.
Understanding optimal viral product design strategies, taking into account factors such as sustained product use, network externalities, social and economic costs, incentives and the marginal effectiveness of different viral features, could enable firms to optimally create and manage social contagion.
The difficulty however is in determining what works and what does not. Numerous statistical challenges
prevent clean causal estimation of the relationships between interventions and outcomes and the likely
effects of changes in product design and platform policy. Fortunately, IT-based products and platforms
provide natural vehicles for randomized experimentation. Given the low cost of conducting experiments,
the rapid development and testing of viral design features, and the winner-take-all nature of markets with
network externalities, this type of experimentation is likely to increase in the future and eventually to become commonplace in the development of many products and platforms. Our work sheds light on how
viral products can be designed to generate social contagion, and offers a template for using randomized
trials to identify peer influence in networks.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Stratification Across Treatment Groups
Baseline
Passive-broadcast Active-personalized
Control
Treatment
Treatment
5%
47.5%
47.5%
Table 2. Recruitment Statistics Describing the Initial Advertising Campaign
Wave
Impressions Clicks Advertising Related Installs Installs
1 (Day 0)
18,264,600
12,334
3,072
3,714
2 (Day 15)
20,912,880
25,709
2,619
3,474
3 (Day 20)
19,957,640
7,624
3,219
4,039
Total
59,135,120
45,667
8,910
11,227
Table 3. Summary Statistics and Mean Comparisons of Active, Passive and Baseline Users
1
2
3
4
5
6
Baseline
Passive
Active
t-statistic t-statistic
t-statistic
(N = 405) (N = 4600) (N = 4682)
(B-P)
(B-A)
(P-A)
Mean
Mean
Mean
t-statistic t-statistic t-statistic
(SD)
(SD)
(SD)
(SE)
(SE)
(SE)
31.51
30.81
29.94
.46
1.03
1.45
Age
(13.80)
(13.31)
(13.27)
(13.35)
(13.31)
(13.24)
.25
.33
.32
-1.57
-1.42
.40
Gender (1=Male)
(.44)
(.47)
(.47)
(.47)
(.46)
(.47)
171.79
170.25
166.97
.09
.32
.55
Degree†
(223.88)
(278.64)
(248.77)
(275.13)
(247.15)
(263.82)
Number of Facebook
40.52
36.45
37.07
.46
.15
-.09
Wall Posts
(79.89)
(94.16)
(246.76)
(93.11)
(238.20)
(188.31)
Number of Adopters in
.01
0.07
0.10
-2.84***
-3.60***
-3.64***
User’s Local Network
(.12)
(.35)
(.44)
(.34)
(.43)
(.40)
Percentage of Adopters
.02
.09
.15
-1.92*
-2.35**
-2.83***
in User’s Local Network
(.002)
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
Maximum Diffusion
.01
.04
.05
-2.53*
-3.01***
-1.98***
Depth
(.11)
(.22)
(.24)
(.21)
(.24)
(.23)
9.40
4.77
3.17
1.27
2.04**
2.45***
Time to 1st Adopter
(9.71)
(8.04)
(6.72)
(8.07)
(6.77)
(7.30)
5.23
4.43
0.58
Time to 2nd Adopter
------(8.17)
(6.97)
(7.45)
5.29
3.04
1.08
Time to 3rd Adopter
------(8.07)
(5.25)
(6.33)
2.84***
6
1.17
----Time to 4th Adopter
--(3.58)
(5.83)
(1.12)
3.17
4.17
4.56
-2.54**
-2.89***
-2.20*
Application Use
(4.59)
(7.24)
(8.98)
(7.08)
(8.73)
(8.16)
Notes: This table reports means and standard deviations for demographic variables, peer adoption statistics and Facebook and application activity statistics of Baseline (Column 1), Passive (Column 2), and Active (Column 3) control and treatment group users, as
well as results of T-tests of mean differences between Baseline and Passive Users (Column 4), Baseline and Active Users (Column
5) and Passive and Active Users (Column 6). Variables reported include: Age: Self-reported age on Facebook; Gender (1=Male):
Self-reported gender on Facebook; Degree: Number of Facebook friends; Number of Facebook Wall Posts: Count of the number of
‘wall posts’ posted to an individual’s Facebook profile recorded at the beginning of the study; Percentage of Adopters in User’s
Local Network: The percentage of an individual’s Facebook friends who adopted the application calculated at the end of the observation period; Time to 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Adopter: The time in days to the first, second, third and fourth adopters in the user’s friend
network; Application Use: A continuous measure of application calls from a user’s account to the application server indicating the
number of actions taken on the application. Statistical Significance of T-Tests: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10; † KolmogorovSmirnov Tests of Degree Distribution Differences: Baseline-Passive: .04, p = .80, N.S.; Baseline-Active: .04, p = .79, N.S.; PassiveActive:.01, p = .94, N.S.
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Table 4: Variance-Corrected Stratified Proportional Hazards of Contagion in
Networks of Baseline, Passive and Active Treatment Groups
1
2
3
4
Hazard
Hazard
Hazard
Hazard
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
(SE)
(SE)
(SE)
(SE)
3.46***
3.35***
2.50**
2.51**
Viral State = Passive
(1.18)
(1.15)
(.86)
(.86)
4.44***
4.21***
3.33***
3.31***
Viral State = Active
(1.64)
(1.56)
(1.24)
(1.24)
1.02***
1.02***
1.02***
Application Use
(.004)
(.003)
(.003)
1.02***
1.02***
Notifications
(.002)
(.002)
1.06**
Invites
(.028)
Log
-4694.359
-4631.795
-4544.845
-4542.577
Likelihood
19.34***
57.41***
298.78***
307.47***
X2 (d.f)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Observations
3929
3929
3929
3929
Notes: The table reports parameter estimates and standard errors from the Variance-Corrected Stratified
Proportional Hazards Model specified on page 13 with robust standard errors clustered around users’
local network neighborhoods. Variables reported include: Viral State = Passive: A dummy variable
denoting Passive Viral Application users; Viral State = Active: A dummy variable denoting Active
Viral Application users; Application Use: A continuous measure of application calls from a user’s
account to the application server indicating the number of actions taken on the application; Notifications: Integer count of the number of notifications sent; Invites: Integer count of the number of invites
sent; Statistical Significance of parameters is reported as follows: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10.

Table 5: Clickstream Analysis of Responses to Viral Messages and Adoption
1
2
3
Adoptions via Click
Adoption Rate
Messages Sent
Through Installation
(Marginal Impact)
Invitations
160
16
.10
Notifications
69980
666
.01
Table 6: Baseline Hazards Over k Events

λ01
λ02
λ03
λ04
λ05
λ06

1
Mean (SD)
.0002
(.0001)
.002
(.001)
.015
(.024)
.034
(.010)
.046
(.008)
.099
(.044)

λ0 k (k = 1…6)

2
Min

3
Max

4
N

.0001

.001

523

.001

.013

128

.005

.14

42

.021

.054

20

.037

.067

15

.053

.14

7

Notes: The table reports means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values for
baseline hazard lambda parameters of the kth adoption events in users’ networks, k = 1…6.
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Table 7. Correlates of Application Use
1
Application
Use
Beta
(SE)
.129*
(.074)
.190***
(.074)
-.0001
(.0001)

Viral State = Passive
Viral State = Active
Degree
Facebook Activity

2
Application
Use
Beta
(SE)
.112
(.079)
.171**
(.079)
-.0001
(.0001)
.054***
(.016)

3
Application
Use
Beta
(SE)
.062
(.076)
.091
(.076)
-.0002**
(.0001)
.042***
(.015)

4.87***
(4)
.003
5766

.607***
(.030)
83.54***
(5)
.07
5766

Notifications
Invites
Number of Adopters
F Value
(d.f.)
R2
Observations

3.51***
(3)
.002
6310

4
Application
Use
Beta
(SE)
-.037
(.074)
-.006
(.074)
-.0002**
(.0001)
.026*
(.014)
.022***
(.001)
.055**
(.024)
.360***
(.031)
128.92***
(7)
.14
5766

Notes: This table reports OLS parameter estimates for a linear estimating equation regressing Application Use (defined in Table 3)
on the variables listed, including: Facebook Activity: The normalized sum of integer counts of the number of wall posts, activities,
affiliations, groups, interests, pages, notes, favorite books, movies, music, and TV shows, calculated at the beginning of the study.
For all other variable definitions see Tables 3 and 4. Models are estimated with robust standard errors clustered around users’ local
network neighborhoods. Statistical significance of parameters is reported as follows: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10.

Table 8. Correlates of Application Diffusion
1
2
Number of
Number of
Adopters
Adopters
Beta
Beta
(SE)
(SE)
.078**
.084**
Viral State = Passive
(.031)
(.033)
.119***
.131***
Viral State = Active
(.031)
(.032)
.0001***
.0001**
Degree
(.00002)
(.00003)
.019***
Facebook Activity
(.006)
Application Use
Notifications
Invites
F Value
(d.f.)
R2
Observations

12.20***
(3)
.006
8910

11.18***
(4)
.007
5766

3
Number of
Adopters
Beta
(SE)
.020
(.059)
.059*
(.030)
.0001**
(.00002)
.006
(.006)
.061***
(.005)
.010***
(.0004)
.035***
(.010)
157.94***
(7)
.16
5766

4
Diffusion
Depth
Beta
(SE)
.045**
(.0178)
.057***
(.018)
.0001***
(.00001)

5
Diffusion
Depth
Beta
(SE)
.048***
(..019)
.063***
(.019)
.00004**
(.00002)
.013***
(.004)

9.36***
(3)
.004
6310

10.11***
(4)
.007
5766

6
Diffusion
Depth
Beta
(SE)
.020
(.018)
.033*
(.018)
.00003**
(.00001)
.007**
(.004)
.021***
(.003)
.005***
(.0002)
-.003
(.006)
85.13***
(7)
.09
5766

Notes: This table reports OLS parameter estimates for linear estimating equations regressing the Number of Adopters (defined in Table
3) and Diffusion Depth: The maximum network distance from a treated user to any peer adopter in a linked chain of adoptions, on the
variables listed. See Table 7 for all additional notes and variable definitions.
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Figure 1. The Viral Product Featuree Space. Descrribes the space of viral featuress along two dim
mensions - activvity and
personalizattion. We expect greater marginaal peer influence per message to be generated byy features near thhe upper right coorner of
the space (ee.g. Personalized
d Referrals), and
d more messagess to be generateed by features neear the bottom lleft corner of thee space
(e.g. Autom
mated Broadcast Notifications). The space is no
ot limited to perrsonalized referrrals and automaated broadcast notifications. For example,
e
Slide.com and RockYou.com use hyp
pertext embeddinng to allow useers to create andd embed slideshhows of
pictures or other
o
content on
n their websites, weblogs and so
ocial networkingg profile pages. A
As other users bbrowse those item
ms, hyperlinks allo
ow them to down
nload the produccts themselves. Personalized
P
hyppertext embeddiing, such as proffile box installatiions on
Facebook are
a more personalized than geneeralized hyperteext embedding bbecause they tarrget a user’s peersonal social neetwork.
Collaborativ
ve bookmarking
g sites like Deliccious.com are personalized
p
but also include ann element of alggorithmic activitty. The
automated targeted notificattions box represeents a feature thaat could exist if notifications weere targeted towaard specific indivviduals
using collab
borative filtering
g.

Fig
gure 2. Graphiical Representtation of the E
Experimental Comparison
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Figu
ure 3. Plots a)
a the cumullative numberr of peer adooptions, b) th
he fraction off susceptible peer
adopters, c) the average
a
activiity, and d) thee Kaplan-Meieer Survival E
Estimates overr time for baseeline,
actiive and passive users.

usal relationsh
hips between tthe existence oof application
n feaFigure 4: Possible cau
a applicatio
on use. Arrowss indicate causal direction.
tures, peer adoption, and
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Figure 5. Baselline Hazards

(λ0k ) for k = 1…6
1
fitted to aan Exponentiaal and a Poweer Function

Appendix
x
1. Inside--Out Design
Rando
omized trials are traditionaally used to estimate
e
the eeffect of a treeatment on thee treated. To study
the effect of viral featu
ure incorporaation on produ
uct adoption outcomes, w
we instead exaamine the efffect of
treatment on the peerss of treated application
a
ussers. The diffference in theese approachhes is illustratted in
Figure A1
1. Arrows ind
dicate the potential flow off influence thhat the experiiment is desiggned to detectt. The
solid bluee circle in thee center repreesents the treeated user andd the red outtlines indicatee measuremennts of
treatment effects. In so
ocial network
k environmentts, a conventiional approacch is infeasiblle because it iis difficult to comprehensively control th
he network en
nvironments oof each user inn the study poopulation. It iis feasible how
wever to treat a user and obsserve the effeect of treatmennt on the outccomes of theiir peers.
The sttrength of ourr approach liees in its ability
y to capture
effects off any form off influence-m
mediating com
mmunication
channels between the treated user and
a her peerss, including
effects that arise throu
ugh influencee-mediating communicac
tion chann
nels beyond those
t
that can
n be explicitlly recorded.
For exam
mple, treated users could communicatte with and
influence their peers through offliine interactio
ons such as
face-to-faace communiccations or teleephone conveersations, as
well as th
hrough unreco
orded online communications such as
Figure A
A1
email or external
e
chatt conversation
ns. Because we
w measure
the respon
nse of peers regardless
r
of how they maay or may noot have been influenced byy treated userrs, we
are able to
o capture the effect of unreecorded influeence-mediatinng communiccations on peeer adoption.
2. Preven
nting Selectio
on Effects
Selecttion effects could
c
occur when
w
a user ch
hooses to adoopt the experrimental appliication througgh the
recruitmen
nt campaign or when they
y adopt in ressponse to a vviral message.. We took steeps to mitigatte and
measure both
b
possibiliities. The recrruitment camp
paign was deesigned to reaach a represenntative audiennce of
Facebook
k users and ad
dvertisementss were displaayed to users through advertising spacee within Faceebook
and within
n existing Faacebook appliications. Establishing to w
what extent thhe recruited ppopulation is rrepresentative of the generaal Facebook population
p
is somewhat chhallenging beecause Facebbook does nott offi-
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cially pub
blish demograaphic statisticcs of their useer base. How
wever, throughh the use of a recently relleased
social targ
geting advertiisement serviice provided by
b Facebook,, it is possiblee to obtain soome official ddemographic sttatistics. Age and gender demographics
d
sampled throough this APII and publisheed online by istrategylabs.co
om are compared to the saame demograp
phic ranges fo
for recruited sstudy populattion users in F
Figure
2. Though
h our sample has a slightly
y higher perceentage of wom
men than the Facebook poopulation andd users
in our sam
mple have a slightly
s
higheer average deg
gree (150 com
mpared with 130 in Facebbook statisticss), the
demograp
phics of our sttudy populatiion are compaarable to thatt of the broadder Facebook population annd the
published
d Facebook deemographics fall
f within on
ne standard deeviation of stuudy populatioon sample meaans.
In add
dition to issuees of selectio
on surrounding the populattion of recruitted users, appplication userrs that
adopt duee to peer influ
uence may bee subject to seelection effeccts and may bbe fundamenttally differentt from
applicatio
on users that adopted
a
via in
nitial recruitm
ment. It couldd be that userss who use thee viral featurees and
peers of users
u
who usee viral featurees are systemaatically differrent from randdomly selecteed Facebook users.
We avoid
d these sourcees of selection
n bias in ourr analyses by only consideering initiallyy recruited ussers in
the random
mized treatm
ment group to which they were
w
assignedd. Peers of reecruited users only contribbute to
local netw
work peer ado
option of origiinally recruiteed users and aare not themsselves used ass test subjects.

Figure
F
A2
3. Preven
nting Leakag
ge and Contamination
In ran
ndomized triaals in network
k environmen
nts, users assiigned to diffeerent treatment groups maay not
be strictly
y isolated fro
om one anoth
her. This raisees the concerrn that inform
mation leakagge through inndirect
network pathways
p
may
y contaminatee the results of
o the study. IIt is importantt to note that in traditionall studies, wheth
her or not thee network is measured,
m
rellationships m
may still existt between treaatment and coontrol
population
ns that createe leakage effeects. One ben
nefit of our deesign is that we systematiically observee how
individualls in the study
y are connecteed, enabling us
u to measuree and prevent leakage.
Severral factors red
duce the likeliihood that leaakage is affeccting our resuults. First, beccause treatmeent assignment is randomizeed, any leakag
ge will be uncorrelated wiith treatment assignment aand cannot acccount
for the ob
bserved differrences in resp
ponses to treaatments. Whille it is possibble that leakagge will on avverage
provide so
ome common
n information
n to peers of treated
t
users uuniformly acrross the treatm
ment designaations,
this effectt should only serve to mak
ke our estimattes across treeatment groupps more conseervative as leakage
should red
duce differen
nces between control and treatment
t
grooups. Second,, information flows between individuals in a network
k typically deecay rapidly with
w networkk distance (W
Wu et al 20044, Aral et al 22007).
While all users may be
b connected through long
g friendship ppaths, leakagee will diminissh over succeessive
hops in eaach path.
Nonettheless, leakaage effects could downwarrd bias our esstimates of treeatment effeccts toward zerro and
we therefo
fore take several steps to prrevent leakag
ge. First, in haazard rate moodels, we onlyy examine peeers of
initially reecruited adop
pters. In addittion to avoid
ding potential selection isssues mentioneed above, this also
excludes individuals (aand their poteential adopterr peers) that aadopt in chaiins within a local neighborhood
lessening leakage effeccts. Such indiividuals are likely to sharee more and shhorter indirecct paths with existing adopteers than a ran
ndomly chosen
n peer, as a co
onsequence oof clustering aand mutualityy (Newman 20003).
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Secon
nd, we accoun
nt for users with
w multiple treated peers (of similar aand/or differennt treatments). Existence off peers of mulltiple treated application
a
ussers leads to ttwo potential complicationns. First, users may
be peers of
o multiple treeated users frrom different treatment grooups making it impossiblee to link their treatment effects to a singlle treatment. Second, peerrs of multiplee treated users that belongg to the same treatment grou
up are clearly
y classified ass peers of eith
her baseline, active-personnalized or passsive-broadcaast users; however measurem
ments of theirr response maay be incorrecctly estimatedd as a consequuence of beingg subject to inffluence from multiple treatted friends. A peer with m
multiple treateed friends in a given viral treatment grou
up may exhib
bit an adoptio
on outcome or
o time to addoption that iis systematicaally differentt from
those of peers
p
with onlly one treated
d friend. Thesee two scenarioos are displayyed in Figure A3.

Figure A3
A4
Figure A
The nature
n
of treattment random
mization does not allow uss to simultaneeously guaranntee that all trreated
friends off a peer willl receive the same treatm
ment. Consequuently we treeat peers witth multiple trreated
friends ass contaminateed as soon as they becomee so and excluude them froom our analyssis. This proccedure
could und
derestimate th
he effect of cllusters of ado
option on the time to adopption or numbber of adopterrs in a
local netw
work neighborhood, howev
ver if this is the
t case, it w
will do so in a manner that is the same ffor all
treatment types. Furtheermore, as treeatment group
ps are random
mized, there ccan be no systtematic correelation
between the
t type of treeatment receiv
ved by a user and that receeived by her ssubsequent addopter peer.
The procedure
p
thatt we adopt for designating
g a peer as conntaminated iss detailed in F
Figure A4. Thhe initially recrruited adopterr, labeled R, adopts
a
at timee (t0). Two peeers of user R
R, labeled 1 annd 2, adopt aat subsequent times t1 and t2 respectively.
r
In panel (a) for
f times t > t 1, peer 2 has multiple treatted peers (R aand 1)
that may have
h
been asssigned differeent treatmentss. Peer 2 is thherefore conssidered contam
minated for tiimes t
> t1. In paanel (b) a simiilar situation occurs, but no link exists bbetween peerrs 1 and 2 andd consequentlly neither user is considered
d contaminateed. In our anaalysis, when a peer is designated as coontaminated, she is
removed from
f
the hazaard rate modeel for subsequ
uent time perioods. This proocedure approopriately retainns the
maximal empirical sup
pport for hazzard rate estimation and pparameterizess our ignorannce of what might
happen su
ubsequent to a user’s conttamination. The
T right-censsoring of conntaminated suubjects has beecome
standard practice
p
in ran
ndomized clin
nical trials wh
here a patientt in a random
mized treatmennt group undeergoes
some chaaracteristic ch
hange that iss beyond the researcher’ss control. Fuurthermore, bby including rightcensored observations in our data raather than tru
uncating the ddata, we avoidd problems caaused by dataa truncation thaat could lead to
t spurious ev
vidence of con
ntagion (Van den Bulte annd Iyengar, 20010).
We note that the exclusion
e
of peers
p
with mu
ultiple treatedd friends doees not precludde measuremeent of
network externalities.
e
Peers of treaated users thaat become adoopters but aree not conneccted are consiidered
uncontam
minated and arre included in
n our analysiss. For two peeers of a treatted user that are connecteed and
eventually
y become ado
opters, the initial peer adop
pter is includeed in our anallysis and onlyy the peer thaat subsequently adopts is co
onsidered con
ntaminated an
nd excluded for all timess subsequent to contaminnation.
ocedures enab
ble a tightly controlled
c
ran
ndomized triaal of peer inflluence that adddresses the ppotenThese pro
tial for sellection and leeakage effectss.
nt Hazard Model
M
Specificcations
4. Robusttness Checkss for Differen
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There are a limited number of survival models that apply to contexts with multiple failures. Among
these models, the variance-corrected stratified proportional hazards model reported in the paper is the
most appropriate specification given the structure of our data and the parameters we estimate. However,
we also checked multiple other hazard model specifications in order to test the robustness of our results to
changes in model specification and estimation strategy. For good reviews of appropriate specifications of
survival models in multiple failure data we recommend Wei and Glidden (1997) and Ezell et al (2003).
Table A1 reports results of different hazard model specifications, all of which are similar to our own.
We report the original variance-corrected stratified proportional hazards model specification detailed in
the paper in Column 1. Column 2 reports an accelerated failure time model with a log-logistic survival
distribution. Column 3 reports an exponential regression with log relative-hazard form. Column 4 reports
results from a traditional Anderson-Gill model. Column 5 introduces a time-dependent covariate measuring the number of prior adopters to the traditional Anderson-Gill specification to capture the dependence
structure among recurrence times which in our original model is captured by the adoption event strata k.
Column 6 reports a Prentice William and Peterson proportional hazards specification with time dependent
strata. Finally, Column 7 reports results of a Wei Lin and Weissfeld marginal risk set model. We note that
all specifications produce similar results. However, we are most confident in our original specification
which is best suited to our context and data.
Table A1: Robustness Checks for Different Model Specifications
1
2
3
4
Specification
VCSPHM
AFT
EXP
AG1
Viral State =
2.51**
-2.41**
1.01***
2.60***
Passive
(.86)
(1.16)
(.35)
(.91)
Viral State =
3.31***
-3.66***
1.30***
3.51***
Active
(1.24)
(1.22)
(.39)
(1.36)
Application
1.02***
-.119***
.015***
1.02***
Activity
(.003)
(.039)
(.003)
(.003)
1.02***
-.115***
.025***
1.02***
Notifications
(.002)
(.010)
(.002)
(.002)
1.06**
-.198
.090**
1.07*
Invites
(.028)
(.259)
(.036)
(.037)
Prior Adopters
Time Dummies
Log
Likelihood
X2 (d.f)
Observations

5
AG2
2.54***
(.87)
3.30***
(1.26)
1.02***
(.003)
1.02***
(.001)
1.06**
(.035)
1.50***
(.062)

6
PWP
2.51***
(.865)
3.31***
(1.24)
1.02***
(.003)
1.02***
(.002)
1.06**
(.027)

7
WLW
2.00*
(.78)
2.62**
(1.02)
1.00
(.002)
1.01***
(.002)
1.02
(.018)

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

-4542.58

-2826.32

-4136.53

-5254.17

-5212.88

-4542.56

-4561.56

1656.60***
(11)
3929

412.65***
(5)
3929

435.88***
(6)
3929

307.60***
(5)
3929

109.17***
(5)
3929

307.47***
(5)
3929

-3929

Notes: ***p<.001; **p<.05; *p<.10; Standard errors are clusters around users’ local network neighborhoods. “VCSPHM”:
Variance Corrected Stratified Proportional Hazards Model as specified and reported in the paper; “AFT”: Accelerated Failure
Time Model with Log-Logistic Survival Distribution; “EXP”: Exponential Regression with Log Relative-Hazard form; “AG”:
Anderson-Gill Model; “PWP”: Prentice William and Peterson Proportional Hazards Model with Time Dependent Strata;
“WLW”: Wei Lin and Weissfeld Marginal Risk Set Model.
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